








Responsibility for tasks in challenging projects to implement company portals and custom solutions

Development of software based on current Java platforms and JavaScript Frameworks of major manufacturers such as IBM and

various Open Source projects

Specialist and technical design planning, project and quality management

Presentation, introduction and commissioning of complex software solutions for our customers

custom & complex IT projects   •   innovative leading-edge technologies   •   succces rooted in customer satisfaction 

OUR COMPANY PROFILE

UNITE+ Consulting GmbH is an owner-managed IT services company with headquarters in Cologne, Germany. For over 10 years our 

customers have turned to us as a competent and reliable partner for their projects in a variety of sectors including banking, industry, 

insurance, trade, telecommunications, information technology and federal agencies. Our core business comprises custom and complex 

IT projects based on innovative, leading-edge technologies. With our focus on WEB engineering, application development and system 

integration, we design, develop and implement company portals, online shop systems and database applications.

In a dynamic market, we aim to develop ourselves continuously and expand our team with targeted recruiting. Take this opportunity now 

to be involved in the growth and success of an innovative company.

For our location in Cologne we are looking for individuals to fill the following position as soon as possible:

IT Consultant (m/f/d)

This position will give you the opportunity to apply your potential as a team player and your experience in custom IT projects both for 

our customers and on their premises. The environment will foster your development in an atmosphere of curiosity and keen interest in 

innovative technologies.  

YOUR TASKS

OUR REQUIREMENTS















Degree in computer science, business information technology or comparable qualifications

Good knowledge of Java and web technologies

Curiosity and interest in innovative technologies

Ability to work, think and act independently and responsibly

Analytical skills

Excellent communication and teamwork abilities 

Mobility and willingness to travel

THE PLUS SIDE AT +

+ 

UNITE

At UNITE you will work in a cohesive team environment. To support the development of our employees' potential, we offer targeted 

training measures and the regular sharing of experience among the members of our experienced and creative team. Employee benefits, 

development opportunities and competitive remuneration are a matter of course for us. An open communication culture and strong 

team spirit are the basis for our mutual success.

SEND YOUR APPLICATION 
TO:

 careers@uniteplus.de

UNITE+ Consulting GmbH 
Industriestraße 161
50999 Cologne, Germany 
uniteplus.de
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